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Data Science in Hollywood:
A Diversity of Challenges and Statistical Solutions
Abstract: The marketplace of ideas in data science is a fluid medium for identifying fruitful pairings of
challenging problems and novel methodological approaches. These pairings often arise independently from
diverse theoretical disciplines and practice areas. Data scientists in industry benefit from an expansive
mutual exchange of ideas with academic domains across science, math, and engineering.
The entertainment industry is an excellent case study in this exchange, having a rich offering of challenges
in executive decision making and consumer behavior prediction, but little historical precedent for
quantitative approaches to solutions. In this colloquium, I will share a range of challenges encountered over
several years of helping to launch a pioneering data science group in this industry and some of the solutions
we have developed. These experiences span approaches including predictive machine learning, natural
language processing, image recognition and deep learning, and Bayesian inference, applied to problems
including advertising attribution from campaign and consumer survey data, time series extrapolation of
natural language trends identified in social media data, and making inferences about consumers both at
massive scales and under the constraint of limited data. Throughout, I will draw connections that illustrate
the productive interchange of ideas from academia to industry.
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